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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But the leader seemed not ______ hear.1.

She thanked them, indeed, ______ she felt that she once more stood on
firm ground, but she also was immediately aware that it would be strewn with
sharp stones.

2.

However, he seemed ______ catch nothing.3.

Instead of a help Miranda became a hindrance, ______ they began a long
conversation, so that the business of log-carrying went on very slowly.
4.

He's come ______ give us a surprise.5.

She did not forget the smallest trifle, ______ before she undertook anything
she saw in her mind every detail involved, as if it were already completed.
6.

______ two or three days he got along quite well.7.

I shall conclude this discourse with offering some observations on the
means of preserving liberty; ______ it is not only necessary that we establish
it, but that we preserve it.

8.

I should like ______ have seen you.9.

Scrooge and he were partners ______ I don't know how many years.10.

______ my part, I could never see the man without a kind of admiration;
of him it might be said, if ever of any, that he had loved not wisely, but too
well.

11.

It was only ______ a frolic half-hour.12.

There was no subject ______ talk about.13.

I want you ______ see about the breakfast.14.

Glory has nothing ______ do with it.15.
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I don't like ______ think of it!16.

She was supposed ______ be a country ship.17.

My fears were immediately diverted from myself, ______ I saw that I had
been visited in a mistake; and I became persuaded that some dreadful
danger threatened the pavilion.

18.

The journey has ______ be in winter.19.

But I am afraid you have not cultivated the art of observation; at least we
have now driven together ______ some time, and I cannot remember that you
have contributed a single fact.

20.
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